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In 2008 Oregon’s Medicaid program opened to new enrollment using a lottery system.
Approximately thirty-five thousand people were randomly selected from a waitlist of
ninety thousand and invited to apply for coverage.1 After two years, researchers
compared data on health and other outcomes from lottery winners and losers.2 The
results of this study, reported in the New England Journal of Medicine in May, have
been widely but wrongly interpreted as showing that Medicaid was largely ineffective at
improving health outcomes in Oregon. In fact, the study design was unable to answer
most questions regarding health outcomes, but showed that winning the lottery was
associated with significant improvements in several of the areas examined, including
depression rates and financial insecurity. These results are explained below.
Fact #1: The study did not compare the health outcomes of Medicaid
beneficiaries with uninsured individuals.
This study compared the health outcomes of lottery winners, who were given a chance
to apply for Medicaid, with lottery losers, who were not given that opportunity. However,
only 30% of the lottery winners successfully enrolled in Medicaid.3 Moreover, both
categories included individuals who had private insurance as well as people who
obtained Medicaid through other means.4 Ultimately, the winning group had only an 11
percentage point increase in insurance coverage compared to the losing group.5 In
sum, the study measured the impact of that modest increase in health coverage—not a
simple sorting between all-Medicaid, on the one hand, and all-uninsured, on the other.
Fact #2: The study found a statistically significant relationship between Medicaid
coverage and improvements in depression, access to care, financial security, and
self-reported health status.
For an outcome to be statistically significant, scientific convention holds that there must
be at least a 95% likelihood that it resulted from the identified cause rather than chance.
The larger the sample size and the more prevalent the studied condition within the
sample, the easier it is for the study to detect a statistically significant effect. The study
found that increased coverage due to the lottery resulted in statistically significant
improvements in depression, access to care, financial security, and self-reported health
status—in other words, improvements that almost certainly were caused by the receipt
of health coverage, rather than chance.
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Compared to the group that wasn’t selected, winners were 30% (around nine
percentage points) less likely to have depression at the end of the study.6 They also
accessed care, especially preventive and screening services, much more frequently and
reported better access to care, including receiving care from a usual source and filling
prescriptions recommended by physicians.7 In addition, lottery winners reported a
decrease in financial strain due to medical costs and virtual elimination of catastrophic
out-of-pocket health care costs.8 Winners were also more likely (by nearly 8 percentage
points) to report that their health was the same or better than during the previous year. 9
A large body of literature indicates that such self-reported health status is an excellent
predictor of later health and survival rates.10
Fact #3: The study sample size was too small and the study population was too
healthy to show anything at all about the impact of Medicaid coverage on
diabetes, blood pressure, or cholesterol.
Press accounts of this study were highly misleading about results that involved
diabetes, blood pressure, and cholesterol. Winners were 18% less likely to have
diabetes, 17% less likely to have high cholesterol, and 8% less likely to have high blood
pressure.11 In layperson’s terms, these effects were surely “significant.” But in scientific
parlance, the effects were not “statistically significant” because of the relatively small
size of the study and the relatively small number of people suffering from those
conditions. In the losing group, for example, only 5% of participants had diabetes, 14%
had high cholesterol, and 16% had high blood pressure.12 Therefore, the study would
have needed 23 times as many people to be able to detect whether the observed
improvement in diabetes was caused by Medicaid coverage. 13 In contrast, the study
was able to detect a statistically significant effect on depression because depression
was relatively prevalent in the studied population, with 30% of participants in the losing
group screening positive for the condition.14 Put simply, this study was not capable of
showing whether two years or less of Medicaid coverage led to observable changes in
clinical measures of diabetes, high blood pressure, or high cholesterol.
Fact #4: Other studies that were capable of evaluating the relationship between
Medicaid and physical health found dramatic and positive effects.
Several studies that were able to analyze Medicaid’s impact on physical health found it
to be significant and positive. For example:


A recent study comparing states that expanded Medicaid coverage to nearby states
that did not expand found that, after five years, Medicaid expansion was associated
with a 6% decrease in all-cause mortality among adults ages 20-64. The reductions
were the greatest in counties with high poverty rates and among nonwhites and
older adults.15 Both this study and the Oregon study were published in the same
journal.
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A study on hospital care following automobile accidents found that uninsured
individuals received substantially less care than Medicaid beneficiaries and had a
4.7 percentage point higher mortality rate.16



A study on the effect of insurance status on mortality among HIV+ patients found
that, compared to being uninsured, Medicaid reduced mortality by 60%.17



A study on the impact of termination of Medicaid coverage found that loss of
coverage resulted in deterioration of health status. After six months, the proportion of
hypertensive patients with uncontrolled blood pressure in the group that lost
coverage rose from 3% to 31% and the mean diastolic pressure increased by 10 mm
Hg.18 A sustained increase of 10 mm Hg increases risk of death by 40%. 19 There
were also multiple deaths in the group that lost coverage compared to no deaths in
the control group that retained coverage.20 Deteriorated health status persisted after
one year, especially among those patients who neither regained insurance nor
received intervention from the study team.21
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